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New Concepts in Managing Achilles
Tendinopathy

WHY IMPROVING TENDON PRESSURE DYNAMICS AND INTERFASCICULAR
SLIDING IS ESSENTIAL FOR RECOVERY

Thomas Michaud, DC

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Unfortunately, despite its widespread use, the Alfredson protocol has been proven to be
only moderately effective at reducing long-term symptoms associated with Achilles
tendinopathy.
Interesting new research out of Australia shows that fluid flow dynamics within the
Achilles tendon may play a key role in accelerating recovery.
Of all the exercises studied, the bent-knee heel drop exercise that specifically targets
the soleus muscle produces the greatest increase in interfascicular sliding, while
simultaneously placing the least stress on the tendon.

Despite being the largest and strongest tendon in the body, the Achilles tendon is injured with
surprising regularity. In any given year, nearly 10% of runners develop Achilles tendinopathy, and

the lifetime prevalence of Achilles injuries in middle- and long-distance runners is nearly 50%.1

The high injury rate has everything to do with the extreme forces the Achilles tendon is exposed to
while exercising. For example, while recreational jogging places a force of nearly eight times body

weight on the tendon, the forces while sprinting and jumping can exceed 12 times body weight.2

Bojsen Moller, et al.,3 point out that even a healthy Achilles tendon can only tolerate a force equal
to 14 times body weight, claiming that the Achilles tendon operates within a low “safety zone” in
which it is always on the verge of being damaged. This is particularly true for older and previously
injured individuals, as tendon strength diminishes with age and trauma.



Achilles tendon injuries are classified by their location: Insertional tendinopathies occur at the
Achilles’ anterior attachment point of the calcaneus, and non-insertional injuries typically occur
about 5 cm above that point. Because of the terrible blood supply present in the midsection of the
Achilles, non-insertional Achilles injuries are more common, as the impaired circulation inhibits
cellular remodeling.

The Popular, Inadequate Treatment

Although there are numerous treatment protocols available for managing damaged Achilles
tendons, such as shockwave and/or stem cell injections, the most popular treatment intervention
for managing both insertional and non-insertional Achilles tendinopathy is heavy-load eccentric
training (Fig. 1).

Unfortunately, despite its widespread use, the Alfredson protocol has been proven to be only
moderately effective at reducing long-term symptoms associated with Achilles tendinopathy, as
nearly 60% of people treated with this intervention report pain and continued discomfort five years

later.4

The long-term results associated with insertional injuries are probably even worse, as this injury is
notoriously difficult to treat, even in the short term.

FIG 1 (LEFT) The Alfredson protocol. This popular exercise routine involves having the patient perform heavy-
resistance eccentric exercises by going up with two legs (A) and down with one leg (B). The exercise is repeated
with the knee bent (C), and three sets of 15 repetitions are performed twice daily. FIG 2 (RIGHT) Because tendons
are made of nearly 70% water, muscle contraction (A) creates an internal force that squeezes fluid from the tendon
(B), comparable to twisting a wet towel. Movement of the fluid stimulates specialized cells called tenocytes to
accelerate tendon remodeling.

Fluid Flow and Interfascicular Sliding

In an attempt to improve outcomes associated with exercise therapy, researchers have realized
that it is important to understand the exact mechanism in which exercise stimulates recovery. To
that end, some interesting new research out of Australia shows that fluid flow dynamics within the



Achilles tendon may play a key role in accelerating recovery.5

These authors cite numerous studies showing that when a healthy tendon is exercised, there is a
significant flow of fluid away from the core of the tendon, and the shear stress from this fluid flow

creates a tensile strain that stimulates tenocyte remodeling.6-8 (Fig. 2) This outflow of fluid is
absent in tendinopathic tendons.

To identify which exercises most effectively stimulate intratendinous fluid flow, the authors used
three-dimensional ultrasonography to monitor flow dynamics as participants performed isometric
contractions at intensities that varied from 35-75% full effort, with load durations ranging from two
to eight seconds.

Upon completion of the study, the authors determined the subjects performing the heavy-load,
long-duration exercises had a 13% reduction in tendon volume, which was far and away greater
than any other treatment group. As a result, the authors state that in order to accelerate tendon
repair, the applied load must be heavy and sustained for a long duration.

In perhaps the most interesting recent research on the underlying causes of Achilles tendinopathy,
researchers from Finland showed that when people with healthy Achilles tendons exercise,
different portions of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles pull on their corresponding tendon

fibers, creating a nonuniform pattern of interfascicular sliding within the Achilles tendon.9

FIG 3 Because muscle fibers (A) attach to corresponding tendon fibers (B), when individual muscle fibers contract,
their respective tendon fibers slide over one another, generating a mechanical shear force that stimulates tendon
sites to remodel.

The nonuniform sliding of one tendon fiber against another mechanically stimulates tenocytes to
accelerate tendon remodeling. (Fig. 3) In contrast to healthy tendons, individuals with damaged
Achilles tendons show a more uniform pattern with limited variation in interfascicular sliding.

The clinical significance of this paper is huge, as it confirms that in order for the Achilles tendon to



be effectively rehabilitated, all fibers of the different calf muscles must participate in force
generation, as activity in each muscle gets transferred into the tendon, promoting the nonuniform
pattern of fascicle sliding present in healthy tendons.

To identify exactly which exercises increase the amount of interfascicular sliding, Handsfield, et

al.,10 evaluated tendon fiber sliding patterns as people performed different calf exercises. Of all the
exercises studied, the bent-knee heel drop exercise that specifically targets the soleus muscle
produced the greatest increase in interfascicular sliding, while simultaneously placing the least
stress on the tendon.

The authors claim that this exercise will have “a major role in the future of tendon rehabilitation.”
The outcome of this paper is consistent with recent research showing that weakness of the soleus

is the single best predictor of non-insertional Achilles injury.11

Because the soleus possesses 50% more muscle mass than the neighboring gastrocnemius muscles,
failure of the soleus to generate force would significantly impair interfascicular tendon sliding,
which could be corrected with bent-knee heel drop exercises.

FIG 4 Home exercise protocol for Achilles injuries. Place an exercise platform or slant board next to a wall and
perform four sets of 24 repetitions, going through a full range of motion (A). Contact the wall to maintain balance

(B) and if necessary, hold onto a weight to ensure that you're fatigued by the 24th repetition. While doing this
exercise routine, you should move your feet from full inversion to full eversion (C-D) and after completing each
set, you should perform a 30-second isometric contraction with your heels positioned just slightly off the floor (E).
To strengthen the long digital flexors, which are important synergists to the Achilles tendon, make sure you push
down vigorously with your toes while performing these exercises (F). It is especially important to strengthen the
flexor hallucis longus, as this muscle can markedly offload a damaged Achilles tendon. Recent MRI studies

confirm the flexor hallucis longus undergoes compensatory hypertrophy when the Achilles tendon is injured.14

My Favorite Recovery Exercise

After looking at the latest research, my favorite exercise intervention for managing both non-
insertional and insertional Achilles injuries is illustrated in Fig. 4. The only difference when
managing non-insertional versus insertional injuries is that the heel should not drop below
horizontal in managing insertional tendinopathies.
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I typically recommend four sets of 24 repetitions performed at 30% full effort, as this exercise

prescription produces the same increase in muscle volume as heavy-load resistance training,12

which people with Achilles tendinopathy often cannot tolerate. At the end of each set, an isometric
contraction is performed to enhance the outflow fluid from the tendon and enhance interfascicular
sliding.

I’ve been using this exercise protocol for almost two years now, and in my experience, it definitely
produces better outcomes than the Alfredson protocol, especially in elite athletes. Although it
requires a fair amount of commitment to perform these exercises daily, some recent research
shows that even people who perform their Achilles exercise routine with reduced intensity and for

shorter periods of time still get good outcomes.13

Just knowing that it is not necessary to firmly adhere to a regimented exercise routine increases
patient compliance, especially in people who dislike doing rehab.
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